The Fool of the World

John Urquhart, Rita Grauer, Paul Picus and Yellow Brick Road Shows
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A participation play performed in-the-round based on a Russian fairytale. Dmetri embarks on a journey to win the hand of the princess by overcoming obstacles and outwitting the fearful Cloud Monster proving he is not the simpleton everyone thought him to be.

Cast

Dmetri . . . . Joshua Sievers
Peter . . . . Travis Dean
Flower Girl, Princess . . . . Melissa Treolo
Fabricman, Czar, Cloud Monster, Spider . . . . Greg Krumins
Stickwoman, Mother, Spider . . . . Danielle Stenger
Spider, Cloud Monster, Nikoli . . . . Tomas Toledo
Musician . . . . Jay Kahill

Set & Costumes..... Lynn Wilson

Director..... Paul Prece